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KEY WORDS

Appeals to go-getter clientele with big ideas, strong values, 

and a hustle attitude. This heavily masculine and bold 

direction utilizes photography focused on space-themed 

texture allowing typography and supporting graphics to 

shine. Lastly, it implies inclusivity as it is not for the 

indecisive and apathetic client.  Appeals to go-getter 

clientele with big ideas, strong values, and a hustle attitude. 

This heavily masculine and bold direction utilizes 

photography focused on space-themed texture allowing 

typography and supporting graphics to shine. Lastly, it 

implies inclusivity as it is not for the indecisive and 

apathetic client. 



TYPOGRAPHY R-SPECTR
HEADER/TITLE
REGULAR 52PT WHITE

HEADER/TITLE ALTERNATIVE
REGULAR 52PT WHITE STROKE

R-SPECTR
SUBTITLE
REGULAR 36PT WHITE OR GOLD

Proxima Nova
BODY
MEDIUM

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

10-17PT GRAY



COLOR

The dark gray should command most of the color 
pallet by being used as backgrounds. The gold 
should be used as a frequent accent color, and 
should almost never be used in large swatches (such 
as a background). Pure black and pure white can 
compliment both the dark gray and gold primary 
colors, but should be used infrequently.

Pantone Uncoated: P 179-16 U
Pantone Coated: P 179-16 C
CMYK: 75 / 68 / 67 / 90
RGB: 34 / 31 / 32
Hex: #221f20

Pantone Uncoated: P 14-8 U
Pantone Coated: P 14-8 C
CMYK: 0 / 36 / 99 / 0
RGB: 239 / 176 / 66
Hex: #e�042

Pantone: Process Black C
CMYK: 0 / 0 / 0 / 100
RGB: 0 / 0 / 0
Hex: #000000

Pantone: P 1-1 C
CMYK: 0 / 0 / 0 / 0
RGB: 255 / 255 / 255
Hex: #���

50% usage

30% usage

10% usage

10% usage



PHOTOGRAPHY

Spacestation Gaming will focus on 
texture-based photography with planet 
surfaces and textures. All imagery will 
feature a 50% gray color overlay to keep a 
cohesive color scheme. Certain textures 
can be multiped with the gray background, 
so as to let in more black.



LOGO

The primary mono logo will be used 
most the time. Its treatment of 
black/white or gold will depend on the 
background it’s being placed on. The 
primary and secondary icons can be 
used to compliment the primary mono 
logo, but should never outright replace 
the primary logo.

PRIMARY MONO LOGO

PRIMARY ICON SECONDARY ICONS



ASSETS



WEBSITE



WEBSITE

GUIDE R-SPECTR
HEADER 1
REGULAR 52PT BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/WHITE

R-SPECTR
HEADER 2
REGULAR 38PT

R-SPECTR
HEADER 3
REGULAR 28PT BLACK/WHITE

Proxima Nova
BODY
MEDIUM 16PT GRAY

BUTTON TEXT BUTTON TEXT MENU


